D. Instrumentation
The following channels of instrumentation were recorded using an oscillograph during the ground run and flight test program. Only one blade and yoke spindle were instrumented. Instrumented blade up-vertical * Note: The blade angle was measured at the pitch change crosshead and will not monitor the effect of £*" (pitch change with flapping).
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GROUND AND FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
The ground run and flight test program conducted is outlined below. Table 1 
B. Operation
The polyurethane erosion protection system presented no operational problems.
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C. Balance
There were no problems in balancing the blades after the boots were installed. The major difference in the weight of the blades used in this program was due to the instrumentation installed on one blade. If boots were installed on blades without instrumentation, it would be necessary to rebalance the rotor; however, this can be accomplished easily if a balancing fixture is available.
D. Fatigue Life
The flight loads measured for the tail rotor dynamic components with the erosion protection system installed were normal. An examination of the recorded data shows that no adverse effect on fatigue life of the dynamic components is expected. •^s u. u. 
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